Introducing MegaPress XL®.
The unfair advantage.
Introducing an advanced press fitting system for larger pipes.

We all want the advantage in our favor. A competitive edge that’s so far superior, it’s almost unfair. For pipefitters, that unfair advantage is finally here with MegaPress XL. It’s an exciting extension of our revolutionary MegaPress line, and now it’s available for 2½” – 4” diameter carbon steel pipe. Only MegaPress XL makes installation faster, provides more control at less cost, and gives pipefitters the smart, reliable connection they need to stay ahead.

**On your mark. Get set. Finished.**
Make press connections in under 16 seconds. Save time at every installation.

**Simpler. Safer. Smarter.**
Installs in any condition. No cutting oils or sparks. No fire watch required like with welding.

**More certainty. More control. More success.**
Estimate time and labor costs with uncanny accuracy to gain more efficiency overall.

**Built by a leader. So you can be one too.**
With a heritage of engineering press fittings for carbon steel pipe, Viega is a name you can trust.

**Viega MegaPress XL**
- The first and only carbon steel press system for 2½” - 4” fittings
- Compared to welding, up to 40-60% installation cost savings and up to 90% installation time savings
- Suitable for use with Schedule 10 to Schedule 40 black iron pipe
- Approved for more applications than any other carbon steel press fitting system
- Eliminates cleanup and reduces callbacks compared to welding
- No fire watch or burn permits necessary for use
- Includes the Viega Smart Connect technology to help identify unpressed connections
- Can be installed in higher temperature applications thanks to FKM sealing element

**Viega MegaPress XL Booster**
- Unique tool designed for large diameters using existing 300 series RIDGID® press tools
- Only available through Viega and RIDGID®
- Extends the travel of the ram to increase force
- Available with 2½”, 3” and 4” press rings and a built-in actuator

Gain the edge with MegaPress XL.
The unfair advantage.

Learn more at viega.us/UnfairAdvantage
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